Everyone knows that the smell of a filled garbage bin attracts many flies. What we do not see, however, is what these hungry flies do once they have found a particularly delicious piece of food in the bin. They start walking in loops around it to stay near their newly found treasure. In this fashion, a fly walks for quite a while around its food, occasionally going back to it, feeding on it and then repeating the looping scenario ( Figure 1A ). This enigmatic behavior was first described in blowflies sixty years ago by Dethier [1] , and about thirty years later in the fruit fly Drosophila [2] . Dethier referred to it as the fly's 'dance' and suggested that it is a strategy that enables a fly to search for more food whilst simultaneously staying close to its treasure. In this issue of Current Biology, Kim and Dickinson [3] describe a set of elegant experiments that unravel the computational mechanisms behind the fly's 'dance'. Their experiments provide the first evidence that fruit flies can use path integration, in this case, to orbit around their food.
Path integration is a navigation mechanism used by humans and many other animals, from rodents and birds to insects [4, 5] . One of the most famous path integrators is the desert ant Cataglyphis, which uses this navigation strategy to return to its nest along an almost perfect straight-line path [6] ( Figure 1B) . The ant is able to do this because a neural network in its tiny brain provides it with continual updates about the location of the nest relative to its current position. Path integration can simply be described as vector-navigation. A vector contains information about direction (orientation of the vector) and distance (length of the vector). During foraging, at each moment in time, the orientation network in the brain encodes a vector that points towards the nest ( Figure 1B) : this is the sum of the individual vectors for each subsection of its journey after leaving the nest. By simply aligning its body axis with the direction of the vector, an animal can head home until the length of the vector becomes zero at the nest entrance.
Even if an animal does not need to find home, however, it still needs to keep track of its movements relative to the environment to guide its next maneuver. To test how the fruit fly does this in the context of the local searches, Kim and Dickinson [3] analysed the flies' behavior in an arena with a drop of yeast in the center serving as food. The arena was equipped with a camera, permitting filming from above, and with infrared LEDs below the arena's floor allowing easy tracking of the flies' trajectories. After discovering the food, the flies started a local search behavior around the food in the arena's center. This differed from their walks prior to encountering the food where their trajectories occupied all regions of the arena equally ( Figure 1C ). As flies are known to use visual and olfactory cues in their environment for orientation [7, 8] , the most obvious strategy to stay in the vicinity of their snack is to use external cues provided by the food or their own pheromone tracks as reference. When the authors eliminated olfactory, pheromonal, or visual (experiments in darkness) cues, the flies still showed a clear local search behavior ( Figure 1C ). This means that none of these cues alone is rigidly used as a main cue during their local searches. Next, the authors placed the food drop on a sliding sector of the floor and tested flies in darkness. As soon as a fly started its local search, the food was displaced towards the arena's perimeter ( Figure 1D) . Surprisingly, even after displacement, most flies continued walking around the fictive food spot in the center of the arena, suggesting that sensory cues play a subordinate role during this behavior.
Instead, the flies primarily seem to rely on idiothetic cues to loop around their food.
How is it possible that flies are able to stay close to the food without any environmental cues as reference? One major feature of a path integrator is that it can operate independently of external cues, based solely on idiothetic cues. Idiothetic cues are signals generated by self-motion. In darkness, as in the experiments of Kim and Dickinson [3] , proprioceptive feedback from the legs and body of the walking fly could feed the path integrator network with information about its movements. But do flies really measure direction and distance during their local searches? Testing this is not trivial during this type of search behavior, because one does not have a point of origin where the path integrator begins to operate. Kim and Dickinson [3] analysed the trajectories of the flies' local searches and found that they periodically returned to their food source, similar to a pathintegrating animal that frequently returns home. Regarding the food drop as the flies' nest, the authors analysed the flies' behavior every time they walked away from the food and initiated their first turn ( Figure 1E ). They found that, instead of executing a turn in a random direction to face the food again, the flies turned towards the direction of the smaller angle to the yeast ( Figure 1E, dark green arrow) . Moreover, the further away from the food the flies performed this initial turn, the longer they walked afterwards along a straight path. Together, the results show that the flies measure direction and distance prior to their initial turn and, thus, use a vector-based navigation strategy. Flies seem to possess a compass and odometer in their brain, even though these neural networks do not work as accurately (perhaps deliberately) as the corresponding brain networks in homing insects.
This new study [3] inspires several interesting questions about the flies' path integrator and its function in other behavioral tasks. For instance, what signals are used to measure distance? Ants are known to use a stride integrator and optic-flow information to measure distance on their foraging trips [9, 10] but are these two components also the key to the fly's distance measurement? In addition, in homing insects the reward of finding food induces the animal's return to its nest but the exact trigger that causes the fly to turn is unclear.
The study is especially novel from a neuroscientific point of view. In mammals, different types of neuron, such as head direction and grid cells, form the neural machinery of the path integrator [11] . Recent studies have shown that neurons with similar characteristics to the mammalian head-direction cells also exist in the fly brain [12] [13] [14] . Those headdirection cells are most likely the neural substrate for the directional information of the fly's path integrator during a local search. Kim and Dickinson's [3] behavioral evidence for a fly's odometer suggests that they may also possess neurons equivalent to the mammalian grid cells, waiting to be discovered. The field is moving rapidly forward and it is probably only a matter of years before distance neurons are characterized in the fly's brain and we learn how they interact with neural circuits underlying the processing of head-direction [12] [13] [14] , landmark [7, 15] , and celestial compass information [16] . As insects have a relatively simple brain compared to their vertebrate counterparts, these little fellows are the most promising model organisms to provide us with a complete picture of path integration -from the brain to behavior. 
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T r a n s f e r Current Biology Figure 1 . The fly's local search behavior compared to the ant's foraging trips.
(A) Schematic drawing of the trajectory of the fly's local search behavior. After finding food, a hungry fly loops around it (orange track). (B) Drawing of an ant's path during a foraging trip. After a complicated foraging bout, the ant returns to its nest in a straight line (red trajectory). Arrows indicate the pathintegrator vectors that contain direction and distance information to the nest. (C) Schematic drawing of the experiments from [3] . The flies' local searches after discovering food (orange trajectories) were tested. Under all shown conditions, when visual, olfactory, and pheromonal cues were eliminated, respectively, the flies still exhibited a local search behavior. (D) Drawing of the displacement experiment from [3] . Despite olfactory cues that indicated the location of the food source in the arena's perimeter, after transfer of the food, flies looped around the fictive food spot. (E) Summary of the fly's (left) and ant's (right) path integrator used for different behaviors: During their local searches, flies rotated around the shorter angular path to face the food drop (dark green arrow). The longer the distance to the origin prior to the turn the longer flies walk after the turn (red track), similar to the behavior of a homing insect. Black arrows indicate the path-integrator vectors.
